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Events

Winners get help
from the Internet
By AIMIE PARDAS
aimie@nstp.com.my

ITH information from
the Internet, the grand-
prize winner of the Win

A Muramasa contest needed
only 15 minutes to come up
with the winning design.
Muramasa is the nickname for
Sharp's PC-UM10 notebook
computer which the company
launched last year.

The winner, marketing
manager Diana Lim Ai Siok,
said she used the Internet to look
for information concerning the
Muramasa product and found
out that Sharp was marketing
the new product as a sleek and
light notebook.

With this detail, she came up
with a design which focused on
those two elements and por-
trayed the side view of the slim
product into the word

Congratulations: Yasumoto (fourth from right) together with the jubilant prize winners and
representatives.

The contest was organised by
Computimes, with prizes sponsored
by Sharp-Roxy Sales and Services
Company (M) Sdn Bhd. The
contestants had to answer four
multiple-choice questions on the
product and write the word "Mura-
masa" as creatively as possible.

Prizes for the grand and second
prize winners were given away by
Sharp-Roxy's managing director

Interesting and creative: The winning design submitted by
Diana Lim.

masa is also a type of a Japanese
sword, hence included a drawing
of a sword into his design.

And as Faizul Insani had
learnt Japanese, he included the
word "Muramasa" written in
Japanese.

Faizul Insani said he would
give his prize, an AJ-2000 inkjet
printer, to his sibling.

Another second-prize winner,
systems engineer Wan Luen Seng,
based his design on sleekness and
the value of the notebook. The
word "Muramasa" is in blue with
a gold outline to represent what
the product means: special, useful
and valuable. And he, too, would
give his prize away

- to his mother.
Other second-prize winners

were artist Mohd Razali Mohd
Raub, student Ng Chung Yee and
teacher Norzulailah Ramlan. Each
of them took home an inkjet
printer.

As for the 10 third-prize
winners, each received a two-in-
one briefcase-cum-notebook
carrier while 50 consolation-prize
winners won an EL-6053
electronic organiser each.

"Muramasa". And to further carry
the "sleek and light" concept
across, she incorporated a picture
of a leaping panther and a woman
using a laptop, then creatively
added in the "Muramasa" logo to
give the design that winning
edge.

Lim's ingenuity earned her a
unit of the PC-UM10 Muramasa
notebook, a briefcase-cum-
notebook carrier and a CD-ROM
drive.

One of the second-prize
winners, school teacher Faizul
Insani Ahmad, also leverage the
Internet for information on the
Muramasa notebook.

He discovered that Mura-

W

Kiyoshi Yasumoto at its office
in Shah Alam last week.

The first from a series of
slim notebook computers by
Sharp, the Muramasa is
designed to offer real notebook
portability without
compromising performance. At
16.6 millimetres thick and
weighing 1.31 kilograms, the
notebook's body is made of
magnesium alloy and it comes
with a retractable keyboard.
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